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Neuro-Mimetic Dynamics of a Ferroelectric
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Abstract — We demonstrate that a ferroelectric field-effect
transistor (FeFET)-based spiking neuron is capable of mimicking various spiking and bursting patterns characteristic of cortical neurons. We propose a compact model
to describe the dynamical behavior of such FeFET-based
spiking neurons. This model captures the current-voltage
dynamics of the FeFET and the critical voltages of its
hysteretic region. It is aimed at system-level modeling and
simulation of biomimetic networks of the FeFET neurons
that are ideal for neuromorphic computing.
Index Terms — Ferroelectric FET, neuromorphic, firing
pattern, biomimetic circuits.

I. I NTRODUCTION
EURAL network architectures are experiencing a renaissance because of the recent advances in deep learning models in the field of machine learning and computer
vision [1]. Bio-mimetic Spiking Neural Networks (SNN) are
receiving traction with applications in visual recognition [2],
natural language processing [3] solving constraint satisfaction
problems [4]. Further, recent advances of emerging nanoelectronic devices and materials such as resistive RAMs [5],
spintronics [6] and metal-insulator transition devices [7], are
enabling real-time, energy-efficient and large-scale mixedsignal neuromorphic computing hardware [8].
By leveraging the unique characteristics of post-CMOS
technologies, researchers have demonstrated electronic neurons with excellent performance, power-efficiency and density.
Recently, FeFET based oscillators [9] and spiking neurons
with excitatory and inhibitory inputs were proposed [10].
It utilizes the hysteresis of the FeFET and a traditional
MOSFET as a switch to charge and discharge a load capacitor,
resulting in a periodic generation of voltage spikes (Fig 1).
Besides its low-power and 2T compact design, another advantage of this neuron model lies in its adaptive frequency of
spikes – a feature which can been empirically noticed in cortical neurons. The two gate voltages imitate the excitatory and
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Fig. 1. Schematic of FeFET based spiking neuron. Spikes are generated
by a FeFET based relaxation oscillator (blue box) and output through
an inverter. The FeFET (red box) is composed of a ferroelectric layer
that connected to a common FET. The waveform shows experimental
demonstration of the bursting mode for a neuron [10].

inhibitory synaptic inputs of biological neuron, and thus enable
various neuromorphic dynamic behavior. Besides [9], [10],
FeFET based coupled oscillators [11] have also been proposed.
For modeling FeFETs, there are several previous articles that
propose physics-based device models by solving the timedependent Landau-Khalatnikov equation [12]–[16]. Nonetheless, these models are highly compute-intensive, and they
remain impractical to simulate neuromorphic systems that
consist of large number of coupled FeFET neurons. Further,
the FeFET models capture the dynamics of the FeFET only
and dynamical models of the spiking neuron circuit are
needed.
In our work, we propose a compact dynamical model of
the FeFET based spiking neuron. Our physics-driven model
focuses on capturing the critical voltages and currents that
enable spike timing (phase) and spiking frequency. We demonstrate how such a FeFET neuron faithfully mimics multiple
firing patterns of cortical neurons.
II. A N EURON AS A DYNAMICAL S YSTEM
Fig. 1 illustrates the circuit of the FeFET based spiking
neuron [10]. Fundamentally, it functions as a relaxation oscillator that periodically charges and discharges capacitor C
with I D and I M , which are the currents flowing through the
two transistors. The pull-up FeFET which charges C, can
be viewed as a ferroelectric layer connected to the gate of
a normal N-type FET. A traditional pull-down MOSFET is
connected to the capacitor and provides a discharging path.
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To understand the source of oscillation, let us assume the
gate voltages VG F , VG M and V D D are fixed. During the
charging phase, the voltage of capacitor C, VS , is relatively
low and triggers the coercion of the ferroelectric layer, injects
charge into the gate node Vg and abruptly switches the
FeFET to an ON state. Consequently, I D charges the capacitor
throughout this phase. As VS rises to a certain threshold
that initiates the discharging phase, the ferroelectric layer
reaches another coercive voltage, removes the charge from Vg
and switches the FeFET to an OFF state. Since I D is now
almost zero, I M is able to discharge the capacitor and VS
decreases. Then the whole process resumes and the two phases
are repeated alternatively and VS keeps oscillating between
the two boundary voltages Vt 1 and Vt 2 . For example, Fig 1
illustrates the waveform of VS , obtained from experimental
data in [10] and illustrates the bursting mode of a spiking
neuron.
Considering that the switching time of FeFET is very short
compared to the oscillation period, we approximate the FeFET
as a simple switch in our model. Vt 1 and Vt 2 can be determined
by the characteristics of the FeFET and terminal voltages VG
and V D (VG F and V D D ). To locate these two critical voltages,
we need to focus on the boundary conditions in terms of charge
at the two critical points where the device switches. Thus,
we have:
Vg C T = Q f e + C f e VG F + C gd V D D + C gs VS
C T = C f e + C gd + C gs

(1)

Here we follow the notation of [10], C f e is a linear constant
capacitor and Q f e is the bond charge released when the
FeFET switches. C T is the total capacitance at the gate. Here
Vg = VG F −V f e .V f e is the voltage cross the ferroelectric layer
and equals to one of the two coercive voltages, Vc1 and Vc2 .
From (1) we can obtain the switching boundary voltages,
Vt 1 and Vt 2 as:


Vt i = α (i) −γ (i) V D D + 1+γ (i) (VG F −Vci ) , i = 1, 2


(i)
(i)
(i) Q
C
V
+β
C
T
f
e
gd
c
, β (1,2) = ±1
γ (i) = (i) , α (i) = −
(i)
C gs
C gs
(2)
i = 1, 2 represent the two critical points. α (i) , γ (i) , Vc1
and Vc2 are device parameters that can be calibrated through
experimental demonstrations [10] or physics-based models.
Thus, we can calculate Vt 1 and Vt 2 in terms of VG F and V D D .
In the next step, we describe the simplified dynamical behavior
of the neuron circuit using a first-order differential equation
for VS :
1
d VS
= (I D − I M )
dt
C
ID


s = 0, Vt 1 → Vt 2
= sg F (Vg − VS − VGt h ),
s = 1, Vt 1 ← Vt 2

I M = g M (VG M − VMt h )

(3)

The binary flag s = 1 and s = 0 represent charging and
discharging phases respectively. I D and I M are described by
simple piecewise linear functions. Vg can be obtained from

Fig. 2. Demonstration of model simulation: (a) waveforms of VS (VGF =
220mV, 300mV, and 400mV); (b) ID - VS curves of hysteresis loops in (a);
(c) (d) flow diagrams of equation (3) (VGF = 300mV, 400mV); (e)VGF v.s.
frequency as VGM = 350mV; (f) VGM v.s. frequency as VGF = 300mV.

equation (1). g F , g M , VGt h and VMt h are transconductance
and threshold voltages of the transistors.
To verify our model, we apply it to the FeFET oscillator
circuit provided in [9] and reproduce the dynamic behavior.
In this case, the FeFET is composed of a 10nm HfO2 ferroelectric layer at the 14 nm FinFET node for which the compact
model is described in [17]. The discharging transistor is a
FinFET with the same configuration but no ferroelectric layer.
We use the same parameters in [9]. V D D is set to 400mV and
VG M has a default value of 350mV. C is set to 8nF.
Fig. 2(a) shows the waveforms of VS from the results of
model simulation when different values of VG F are applied
(220mV, 300mV, and 400mV). Fig. 2(b) demonstrates the
I D − VS curves corresponding to each case, showing the
FeFET’s hysteretic behavior. It is observed that an increase
of VG F results in an increase in the hysteresis width Vt 1 − Vt 2
and shifts the hysteresis region of VS to a higher voltage.
This phenomenon is consistent with the observation in [9] and
can be explained by equation (2) of the proposed model. It is
worth noting that when VG F = 400mV, VS operates in such
a high voltage range that the charging and discharge currents
balance each other, thus eliminating any oscillation. For better
illustration, we plot the flow behavior of the dynamical system
from equation (3) in Fig. 2(c) and (d), where the y-axis
indicates the derivative of VS . When VG F = 300mV, the line
of dV S /dt = 0 crosses the steep transition of the hysteresis.
Consequently, the system has no attractor or fixed point and
produces spontaneous oscillations. However, when VG F =
400mV, dV S /dt = 0 crosses the upper branch of the flow
(charging phase) and creates a fixed point near VS = 300mV.
The existence of a fixed point attracts VS to this stable state
and eliminates any oscillatory behavior.
If we view the VS in the non-oscillatory state as being
in the resting state of an electronic neuron, the FeFET
relaxation oscillator exhibits the same dynamics as a leaky
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integrate-and-fire (LIF) spiking neuron, that fires with a reverse
polarity, and VS represents the equivalent of the membrane
voltage. In other words, this FeFET neuron fires when VS
reaches a lower threshold voltage, Vt 2 and the spikes are
created from V D D to 0. Such dynamical behavior is validated
in [10].
Fig. 2(e) and (f) illustrate how VG F and VG M can be used
to control the oscillating frequency when one of these two
gate voltages is fixed. The frequency shown here is measured
as the instantaneous firing rate of spikes, instead of the mean
frequency in the power spectrum. From these two diagrams,
we notice that increasing VG F decreases the firing rate and
can even push the system to a resting state, thus exhibiting a
prototypical “inhibitory” behavior. On the other hand, a higher
VG M increases the firing rate though faster discharging, and
the corresponding input behaves as a prototypical “excitatory”
input.
III. B IOMIMETIC S PIKING PATTERNS
It is widely acknowledged that although the standard LIF
model is computationally powerful, it cannot mimic the complex dynamics of cortical neurons. The LIF model is one
dimensional and cannot faithfully represent the dynamics of
multiple channels in biological neurons. Izhikevich proposed
an efficient two-dimensional model that mimics most known
dynamics in cortical neurons [18]. The key idea is to add
one slow variable to tune the leaky current of a LIF model.
Inspired from Izhikevich’s model, we propose that specific
signals can enable the inhibitory input VG F to function as
the “slow variable” of the leakage term because the FeFET
controls the “discharging” phase of the spike. Combining with
the frequency adaption performed by VG M , our model can be
used to mimic different types of neuronal dynamics that cannot
be achieved by a standard LIF model only.
Fig 3 demonstrates several classes of the spiking dynamics [18] obtained by application of various patterns of
VG F and VG M .
• Fast Spiking (FS) and Low Threshold Spiking (LTS): two
firing patterns of inhibitory cortical cells. Both of them
generate high-frequency spike trains but the latter one has
a noticeable spike frequency adaptation
• Regular Spiking (RS) and Thalamo-cortical (TC): regular
low-frequency firing patterns from cortical neurons
• Intrinsically Bursting (IB): a stereotypical burst of spikes
followed by repetitive single spikes
• Chattering (CH): several stereotypical bursts of closely
spaced spikes.
For FS and LTS, the FeFET neuron operates in normal
oscillation mode without inhibition (low VG F ) to ensure a
high firing rate, while VG M can provide frequency adaption
of LTS. The single spikes in RS, CT and IB are generated
through periodic inhibition with large duty cycles. The short
bursts in IB and CH happen when the inhibition signal is OFF
and the FeFET neuron returns to an oscillatory mode. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3 where the four neuronal dynamics and the
corresponding input pulse patterns have been shown. Note that
in [10], the spikes outputs are collected after an inverter and
the input terminals have RC integrators to accept spike trains
from pre-synaptic neurons. In such a design, the neuronal
dynamics we discussed above, can be easily achieved with

Fig. 3. Spiking patterns of cortical neuron. The left column plots the
waveforms of input signals to VGF (red) and VGM (blue). The diagrams
on the right column show the waveforms of VS (black) and corresponding
spike timing (red). X-axis: voltage in V. Y-axis: time in ms.

appropriate spiking input signals. Further, the spiking patterns
are not limited to the examples mentioned above and other
spiking patterns are also possible.
It worth noting that the spike timing and frequency depend
on the intrinsic characteristics of FeFET and are affected by
the manufacturing variability and cycle-to-cycle variations of
the devices. To be specific, the spike time is determined by
two factors. One is the critical voltages Vc1 and Vc2 , which
depend on Cfe , CT and Qfe , according to equation (2). Another
factor is the speed of charging, determined by the ID , which
is also impacted by the device variability. However, from
the perspective of neuromorphic computing, the variability of
FeFET characteristics could be potentially harnessed. Most
spiking neural networks require variation for its asymmetric
initialization, dynamical bifurcation and stochastic properties
in computing. For example, a stochastic winner-takes-all network require each neuron to be asymmetric and stochastic [4].
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this letter, we propose a compact dynamical model of a
FeFET based spiking neuron. The proposed model captures
the dynamical behavior of the FeFET neuron and models
both the spike timing and spiking frequency. We use our
model to explain the mechanism of inhibitory input from
the FeFET gate and relate it to the computational biological
neuron model. Finally, we demonstrate that the FeFET based
spiking neuron with different excitatory and inhibitory inputs
can imitate various spiking patterns of cortical neurons, similar
to the Izhikevich’s model of cortical neurons.
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